
This policy contains general and specific exclusions and 

limitations. This means certain dental services are not covered 

under the policy. Also, coverage for certain covered dental 

services is subject to conditions and other limitations, such as 

the number of times they may be covered in a given time period. 

You should obtain these exclusions and review them prior to 

enrollment. They are available during the quoting process at 

DeltaDentalCoversMe.com.

* deltadental.com. Delta Dental by the Numbers.

Why choose Delta Dental?  
We’re passionate about people 
and oral health. 

Having a good dental-benefits plan not only 

helps promote a healthy smile, but it can greatly 

improve one’s overall health and productivity. 

With the nation’s largest provider network, 

Delta Dental covers more people, and has more 

participating dentists than any other dental-

benefits program around. We’re pleased to 

cover more than 68 million people nationwide!*

For over 50 years, members have relied on  

Delta Dental to provide outstanding benefits, 

caring customer service and easy claims 

processing. No wonder more people trust their 

precious smiles to Delta Dental! 

Giving individuals and families access to quality dental care is our 
mission. Choose from three different plans designed to work with your 
needs and budget. You’re sure to find one to make you smile!

< See inside for a side-by-side comparison of plan benefits! 6602(1/16)BRO-WI-AG

Smile!
Here’s your choice of  
quality dental plans …
from the nation’s preferred 

dental benefits provider!Enhanced Plan 

Works like employer dental plans, where the individual pays a small percentage of the cost 

for services and the plan pays the rest. Preventive care is covered 100%, which means the 

individual pays nothing for exams, cleanings, X-rays and topical fluoride treatments. Benefits 

are subject to an annual deductible, and a policy-year dollar maximum. 

Classic Plan 

Works like the Enhanced Plan except the individual pays a small percentage of the cost 

for every dental service, including preventive care, and the plan pays the rest. Benefits are 

subject to an annual deductible, and a policy-year dollar maximum. 

Basic Plan 

Our most affordable option, this plan provides basic protection  

where diagnostic services and most preventive care are covered  

100%. Emergency services, fillings and non-surgical extractions  

are also covered. There is no annual deductible, and a policy-year  

dollar maximum applies. 

Highlights of Our Plans

Delta Dental of Wisconsin 
Plans For  
Individuals & Families

To enroll, contact your agent:



Who can purchase a plan?  
Coverage is available to all permanent residents of 

the state who are not enrolled in an employer-based 

dental plan or any other individual dental plan. 

Spouses and/or dependent children are also eligible. In 

summary, coverage can be purchased by singles, two-

person households or families. 

Can I get dental coverage if I am part 
of a Medicare plan?  
Yes, as long as your Medicare or Medicare Advantage 

plan does not include dental coverage, and you are not 

covered under any other dental plan. 

What happens when I travel?  
Delta Dental coverage goes wherever you go, in or 

out of the state, to your secondary residence or with 

college students as they travel across the country. 

You’ll have peace of mind knowing your dental needs 

are taken care of! 

What services are not covered?  
One example is cosmetic services. For a complete 

listing of benefits, terms, limitations and exclusions 

of all of our individual plans, please go to 

DeltaDentalCoversMe.com or call 1-888-899-3736.

How soon can I have coverage?  
Your policy could be in effect on the first day of the 

month following approval of your application, if you 

apply before the 27th of the prior month. 

Is it easy to enroll?  
Yes! The fastest way to enroll is with your insurance 

agent. You can also enroll over the phone by calling 

us toll-free at 1-888-899-3736, 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., 

Monday through Friday, Central Time.

Questions about our plans? 
We have answers.Comparison of Key Benefits Under  

Delta Dental Individual and Family Plans

Please Note: This flyer shows certain plans offered by Delta Dental of Wisconsin. Monthly premiums may be different based on plan choice, age, location, number of people insured, their age and relationship 
to you. There may be limits on how many times you can use certain services in a year. On Enhanced, Classic and Basic plans, waiting periods may be waived when transferring over from another qualifying 
dental plan. Plan designs are current as of February 2016. Plan designs and rates are subject to change.

PLAN BENEFIT Enhanced Plan 
The percent you pay after  

your deductible (where required)

Classic Plan 
The percent you pay after  

your deductible (where required)

Basic Plan 
The percent you pay 

(no deductible)

Cleanings 0% 20% 0%

Exams 0% 20% 0%

Bitewing X-rays 0% 20% 0%

Topical Fluoride 0% 20% 50%

Fillings 50% 
(no waiting period)

50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

50%  
(6-month waiting period may apply)

Crowns 50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

N/A

Implants 50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

N/A

Root Canals 50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

N/A

Non-Surgical Extractions 50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

50% 
(12-month waiting period may apply)

50% 
(6-month waiting period may apply)

Office Visit Copay $0 $0 $15

Dollar Maximum  
(per person per policy year)

$1,000 $1,000 $1,000

Deductible 
(per person per policy year)

$50/person 
(does not apply to routine  

procedures like cleanings, exams,  

X-rays, and topical fluoride)

$50/person 
(does not apply to routine  

procedures like cleanings, exams,  

X-rays, and topical fluoride)

None

Annual Contract Required Yes No Yes
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